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Next Zoom Meeting: Wednesday August 19th at 7:30pm
Email with log in information will be sent a few days prior to the meeting. People can

join by computer or phone.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

We are entering what should be the busiest time for dahlia related activities. Unfortunately, all that has come
to a grinding halt because of the Covid pandemic and we are left with the care of our gardens. (What a
blessing to have them at this time!) All ADS and Federation activities have been cancelled for the year. As a
local club, we have been trying to salvage the season as best we can. We have now held two very
successful Zoom meetings where we have had about 13 participants. We have had wonderful discussions
around growing dahlias. The added advantage to this type of meeting is that people who normally cannot
travel to attend a meeting can now participate.

One of my concerns at the beginning of the season was that we would not be able to share our blooms in
some way. That has been resolved by a decision to post pictures of our blooms on the website. Anyone can
participate and a prize of $100.00 will be awarded by a random draw. More details will be given in another
part of this newsletter.

We still have no word from VanDusen as to when we can again meet in person. I think it is reasonable to
assume that it will not happen this season. Join us on Zoom to talk about your garden and show off your
blooms.

Peter Krueger
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Five Questions for an Experienced Dahlia
Grower

Thank you Peter Krueger Vancouver Dahlia Society
President for taking the time to answer this months Five
Questions. Along with keeping the members of VDS
informed and connected to everything dahlia, Peter is
also a successful hybridizer. To date he has eight dahlia
varieties that have been introduced and named and after
visiting his garden this year, it is evident that more will be
coming soon!

1. Where were you first introduced to the dahlia?
I have always been fascinated with dahlias. They are so colourful,
versatile and bloom late into the season. As a child, I wandered the
neighbourhood until I found a garden with lots of dahlias growing in
it. I befriended the gardener and soon I was growing dahlias in the family garden.

As an adult, I lived most of my time in apartments and did not have direct access to a garden. I would
always find a spot in the yard of a friend to grow things. About 25 years ago I finally had access to an
allotment garden that was more permanent. At first I grew mostly vegetables but soon some dahlias
found my garden. They were, what I would now call, garden dahlias: chosen more for their beauty than
for show quality. I began collecting more and more. One year I had planted my dahlias in a new garden
and I decided to leave the tubers in the ground over winter to see if they would survive. I lost all but one:
Chilsons Pride. It was clay soil and very wet through the winter. Rather than seeing it as a disaster, I saw
it as an opportunity to start over with better quality stock. By this time I had joined the VDS and was
learning a little more about show quality dahlias.

Very soon I became fascinated with hybridizing dahlias. This was about 20 years ago. I learned as much
as I could from other hybridizers and began to collect seed. At first I just
planted dahlias of different forms, sizes and colour together and let them
cross-pollinate. As you can imagine, the results were not good. I even did
an experiment where I crossed a formal decorative form with a cactus
form. I planted almost 1000 seeds and did not have one plant that was
worth keeping. I now plant varieties that are as similar as possible
together to get the best results. Last year I planted Lakeview Glow (BB IC
Y) together with Parkland Rave (BB IC L). The results have been
magnificent.

2. What is your favourite dahlia form?
The form I like most has changed over time. At first it was the waterlily,
then it was the collarette and the mignon single, my current favourite is
the formal decorative/ball form. I just love the "shingles on the roof"
look. I am trying to create a better formal decorative/ball dahlia by
collecting seed from Barbarry Red Dwarf, Lancresse and Snoho
Doris. I do keep my options open though and have been collecting

Peter with his 2014 introduction
Richmond Ruby

ADS classification 7306 WL R 2014

Peter and Gisela with 2019
introduction PGK Gisela!

ADS classification 4009 M FD PR 2019
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seed from collarette, anemone and mignon single forms as well. It is always intriguing to discover which
parent will give you the best results. I am also trying to create a better variegated dahlia by crossing
Greendor (Ba V R/y) and Gloriosa (B FD V R/y) with a good ball or formal decorative dahlia.

3. How many dahlia varieties have
you introduced?

To date I have introduced eight varieties: 1 waterlily, 3 formal
decoratives, 1 single, 1 collarette, 1 orchid and 1 novelty.
Elma Elizabeth 1008 A FD L 1993 (REDD USA)

4. What is your favourite dahlia that you have
introduced?
My favourite? How can you choose among your
children :-).

5. How many seedlings did you plant this
year?

As time goes by and I introduce more varieties,
I need to give more space to my introductions
and my seedlings. This year I planted about
1,500 seedlings, of which there are
about 200 remaining. I have about 28
named varieties. All this, when you

consider that I only have an average sized yard to grow in. I do
plant my seedlings very close together; about 4 inches apart for the
mignon singles and 6 inches apart for the larger varieties. As each
one blooms and is judged, if it is not found worthy, it is removed so
there is room for the others to grow. There is not one blade of
grass in the yard.

Some people may ask: "Why all this effort just to create one new
dahlia?" First of all, it is fun. Then, there is nothing as satisfying as
being able to introduce a new dahlia and to put your name on it.

PGK Gisela
ADS classification 4009 M FD PR 2019

One of Peter’s first year dahlia seedlings

Elma Elizabeth keeping an
eye on the dahlia beds

ADS classification 1008 A FD
L 1993 (REDD USA)
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Mushroom Manure and Dahlias
An important issue to bring to the attention of VDS
members regarding mushroom manure and dahlias.

Question from 2020 VDS Dahlia Sale customer.

I planted all my dahlia tubers and they all came up pretty nicely, they
are all in a new 27-foot bed with fresh soil. There is a patch in the
middle of the bed about 8 feet that are all coming on with deformed
petals. It is across a few different varieties. The plants themselves
look relatively healthy; maybe some browning on some leaves but
not all the plants. I wondered if you could help me troubleshoot this.
Google isn’t proving too helpful. Is it the dreaded mosaic virus? I’ve
attached some pictures.
Any help or advice is most welcome!

VDS Executive member response to the above question.

I am 99% sure that is the result of mushroom manure in the soil.
The same thing happened to me last year when I put it on my
plants. I didn’t sell any tubers this year as a result, but I did plant
some of the tubers this year. It is a bit too early to see if the blooms
are okay. One that is just about to bloom is not looking good. They
do seem to be slower growing than the others.
I moved the affected soil to a different area, as it seems to only be a
problem for dahlias.

A dahlia grower who also had issues with mushroom manure.

I had mushroom manure delivered as I have done every few years.
This year I transplanted a bunch of dahlias in the garden and added
a good helping of manure in the holes. The dahlias are stunted with
distorted leaves and thickened stems and a few flower buds that
don't open. A little Google research has led me to believe that all this
is the result of herbicide being sprayed on hay to kill broad-leaved
weeds. The hay goes to animals, passes through and persists,
presumably it goes to a mushroom farm where it doesn't effect the
crop, then is sent to a garden outlet or soil supplier who knows
nothing about it to sell to unwitting gardeners like myself. Sadly, I
have to accept that this dahlia season is something of a write off due
to the addition of mushroom manure.

Dahlia blooms affected by
mushroom manure
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Vancouver Dahlia Society Photo Contest

Seeing we won't be able to have a show this year, the show committee
thought people might want to have a virtual show of sorts and share
photos of their blooms. All pictures sent in will be shared on the VDS

website and possibly also our Facebook and Instagram pages.

To make it interesting, you will get one virtual 'chit' for every photo
entered and someone will win $100.00 by random draw. With the recent
warm days, the flowers have really come along so get out there and get
snapping. Remember that even if you don't have a camera, just about
every cell phone has a good quality camera in it and you can snap lots

of shots with that.

Here are the rules:

1. The contest is open to all 2019 and 2020 VDS members and the number
of entries is not limited.

2. Each bloom needs to be identified by name and the picture needs to
have been taken during the 2020 growing season. The bloom does not need

to be cut, it can be on the plant.

3. Photos will be accepted between August 15th and September 4th. They
should be sent as an attachment to vdsphotos2020@gmail.com

4. All photos will be published on the VDS website and select photos
will be published on the VDS Facebook and Instagram pages.

5. You will receive one entry for each photo entered and there will be a
random draw on September 5th, for a grand prize of $100.00

Good Luck!
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Thanks to Instagram, connecting with dahlia folks from around the
world is possible. Jozef (Jef) Weyts has kindly taken the time to send
VDS a snapshot of growing and introducing dahlias in Belgium.
Jowey dahlias are the names of his introductions and there are
popular ones available in North America. Thank you Jef, for the
photos of your amazing garden and for sharing your dahlia journey! If
you would like to follow Jef on Instagram you can find him
at joweydahlia.

My name is Jozef Weyts, but everybody calls me Jef.
I am a retired math teacher, living in Flanders, the northern part of
Belgium. In Flanders we speak the same language as in Holland:
Dutch. I speak 5 languages but none of them is perfect. You will
notice that.

I’m a dahlia addict for almost 40 years. It is just a hobby. I am not a
commercial grower.
Since the 90’s I started to create new varieties.
In Holland you have some professional dahlia growers and I
was lucky that they regularly would come to visit my garden to
discover something new they can use.
For the moment nearly all my varieties are in the hands of Weĳers
nurseries, probably the
biggest dahlia grower in Holland or even in the world.
His wife has a business called Famflowerfarm, which is well known on Instagram.

When you look to the yellow above you understand
where the prefix jowey is coming from.
During the past decades I was lucky to create quite
a lot of new varieties worth keeping.
Some of them are spread worldwide by now.

Meanwhile I also know the better growers in
Europe, like Haslhofer in Austria, Panzer in
Germany
Masopust in the Czech Republic and of course the
professional growers in Holland.

My first love were ball dahlias as big as possible.

Creating a pompon with a diameter of 15 cm or a
medium ball has always been my goal,

but I never reached it. The bigger the flower the more the flower tends to be decorative.
A ball of 3” is easy but a ball of 5” is very rare to achieve without loosing the perfect globular form.

Last year I received several mail from the USA and even from Kazakhstan asking me for my
website information and pictures of my flowers.
As I don’t have a website I went on Instagram.

Jowey Rita

Jef and his wife Rita

Jef’s dahlia garden at his home
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Follow VANCOUVER DAHLIA SOCIETY on Instagram and Facebook

Both Facebook and Instagram accounts can be found under VancouverDahliaSociety or accessed
at our website vancouverdahliasociety.com on the homepage.

Questions? If you need to contact anyone on the executive, feel free to get
in touch with us at:

Email: vancouverdahliasociety@gmail.com

It is an easy way to put pictures on.
In the past I already sent some tubers to the USA and received tubers from there.
More then twenty years ago I even ordered dahlias form Ferncliff Gardens in Canada.
That is not far from you I think.

Famflower from Holland will release a dahlia book in August this month. I
had some input in it as I had a long interview with the author.
I am curious to find out what will be in the book.

Kind regards,

Jef

Two Cups and Dahlias by Debbie George

UK artist Debbie George celebrates and shares her passion for
flowers on her Instagram account debbiegeorgeartist. She kindly
gave her permission to post one of her paintings in our bulletin this
month. Thank you Debbie and for sharing ‘Two Cups and Dahlias’
with VDS!


